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events which formed the fabric of his country's annals.
The storied past filled him with traditions of the inherit-
ance of duty of each noble stock. The first steps were
made towards the practice of eloquence. As the literator
had prepared the way for the grammaticus, so the gram-
maticus smoothed the path for the rhetor. At the age of
fifteen or sixteen the young Roman assumed the dress of
manhood. He was no longer treated as a child, and kept
in strict discipline with stripes. He now chose his pro-
fession, either the life of a country gentleman devoted to
the patriotic duty of agriculture, or the army, or the senate,
or the forum, or that complex of pursuits to which the
noble Roman was called by virtue of his birth.
The training in the first three is beyond our purpose,
but forensic education held a position of gradually increas-
ing importance, and at last absorbed into itself the whole
of Roman instruction. Rhetoric was to Roman education
what music was to Greek. Both terms are hard for us
to understand now that we have learnt to use them with
such different meanings. No learning was valued fcy the
Romans unless it was seen to have a practMai purpose.
Philosophy was regarded rafeher^as a danger than as a
help. Tacitus says of Agricola, * retinuit quod est diffi-
cillimum ex philosophia modum.' ' He succeeded in the
most difficult exercise of self-command, he devoted him-
self to the study of philosophy, and yet rescued from its
influence the qualities of a man of action/ Those who
laboured for the spiritual development of their fellow-
countrymen saw that rhetoric might be made to include
almost every branch of intellectual activity. Presented
under this guise it might be accepted by the Romans,
when in the simple nakedness of art or philosophy it was
certain to be refused. The first special school for Italian
ihetoric was opened by Lucius Plotius Gallus in the year

